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ON-ORBIT TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENT FACILITY DEFINITION 
INTRODUCTION 
Future spacecraft will be larger and more complex, and their 
performance requirements will be more demanding. Advancements 
in many technology areas are needed if the increased performance 
requirements are to be met. Long range technology goals need to be 
identified and a logical progression of experiments and 
demostrations must be established so that these goals will be 
reached. 
Many technology development experiments have been proposed 
that will be conducted from the Orbiter or while attached to the 
Space Station. The Space Station experiments are described in the 
NASA Mission Requirements Data Base (MRDB). Others were proposed 
at the In-Space Research, Technology and Engineering (RT&E) 
Workshop held in October of 1985. Experiments in seven technology 
"theme areas" were described at the workshop. 
A study to assess and evaluate these proposed experiments was 
conducted to identify on-orbit integrated facility needs to support 
in-space technology experiments on the Space Station. The first 
task was to examine the proposed technology development missions 
(TDMX1s) from the model mission set and other proposed 
experimental facilities, both individually and by theme, to determine 
how and if the experiments might be combined, what equipment 
might be shared, what equipment might be used as generic equipment 
for continued experimentation, and what experiments will conflict 
with the conduct of other experiments or Space Station operations. 
Then, using these results, determine specific on-orbit facility needs 
to optimize the implementation of technology payloads. Finally, 
develop one or more scenarios, design concepts, and outfitting 
requirements for implementation of onboard technology experiments. 

S P A C E
On-Orbit Technology Experiment
Accommodation
............................. BOEING
OBJECTIVES
• Examine interaction of proposed TDMX's and experimental
facilities
o Determine specific on-orbit facility needs to optimize the
implementation of technology payloads
o Develop one or more scenarios, design concepts, and outfitting
requirements for implementation of onboard technology
experiments
T9OBJ
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RT&EWorkshop Theme Areas
The NASA In-SpaceResearch,Technologyand Engineering(RT&E)Workshop
was held in Williamsburg,Va in Octoberof 1985. Its purposewas to bring to-
gether representativesfrom the government,industryand universitiesto
presentcandidatein-spaceexperimentsin supportof space technologydevelop-
ment and to derive requirementsfor space stationfacilitiesto supportthem.
It initiatedan interactiveprocessfor buildinga nationalin-spaceex-
perimentsprogram.
The pertinenttechnologytopics were divided into the seven theme areas
and subcategoriesshown in this figure. To support the developmentof a long
range technologyprogram,the followingrecommendationswere made:
I. Developan on-goingRT&E universityand industryadvisorygroup;
2. Continue in-spaceRT&E symposiato act both as outreachmechanismsand
as workingsessionsto refine the TDM data base;
3. Developan RT&E informationclearinghouse;
4. Developand continuethe new experimentsoutreachactivityannounced
at the RT&E workshop;
5. Developan "impactsassessmentgroup" which will focus its energy on
identifyingexperimentaccommodationrequirementsto impactthe design
of in-spacefacilities,i.e., space station and others.
ql RT&E Workshop Theme Areas
ST AT I O N| ..................................... BOEING
Space Structure (Dynamics & Control) Information Systems
AdvancedStructuralConcepts SensorSystems
StructuralDynamics Computer/DataSystems
AdvancedControlConcepts CommunicationsSystems
Structure/Control Interaction
Structure/Control Sensors Automation & Robotics
Mobility
Fluid Management Dextrous Manipulation
FuelStorage & Transfer Supervise/Autonomous Robotics
Fluid Behavior Advanced Concepts
Sensor Concepts In-Space Operations
Space Environmental Effects Advanced Life Support Systems
Material Durability Biomedical Research
Atomic Oxygen Tethers
Ultraviolet/Vacuum Maintenance and Repair
Electron/Proton Orbital Transfer Vehicles
Plasma System Testing
Contamination Propulsion
Material Processing
Energy Systems & Thermal Manaqement
Advanced Photovoltaics
Solar Dynamics
Nuclear
AdvancedThermal Concepts
Laser Power
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In-SpaceRT&E FacilitiesWish List
A reviewof the conclusionsand recommendationspresentedby the panels
of the seven theme areas revealedthe list of desired facilitiesshown in this
figure. The size and complexityof the desiredfacilitiesrange from simple
palletsthat supportspecimenswhile being exposedto the space environmentto
completelaboratorymodules. Clearly, if all wishes were granted, the size of
the space stationwould increaseby a factorof two or three. Therefore,a
compromisemust be reached in terms of the facilitiesto provide an adequate
opportunityfor all technologyareas. This may be accomplishedby consolidat-
ing experimentalfacilitiesor by time-phasingthe requirements.
Each of the seven technologytheme areas are reviewed separatelyin this
report. For each theme area, applicableexperimentsare reviewed to determine
their facilityrequirementsand the potentialfor consolidation. This study
deals only with the requirementsof externallyattachedfacilities,so the
first task is to determinethe desiredlocationfor each type of experiment
within the theme area. Then a list of candidateexperimentsis presented.
Next, a reviewof these experimentsresultsin lists of experimentsthat can
be consolidatedbecauseof common hardwareor relatedgoals. An assessmentof
these groupingsleads to the descriptionof recommendedtestbedsthat support
technologydevelopmentexperiments.
The report concludeswith an overallsummaryof the recommendedtestbeds.
4
ql in-Space RT&E Facilities Wish List
S T A T I 0 NI ............................ ,....................................... _..... BOEING
Space Structure (Dynamics & Control) Energy Systems & Thermal Management
StructuralConcepts Research Facility Power Systems Facility
-- Materials research -- Solar (photovoltaic,solar dynamic, laser)
-- Advancedstructural concepts -- Nuclear
-- Fabrication technology Thermal Management Facility
-- On-orbitstructural repairs -- Radiators
ExternalTestbeds -- Thermal energy storage
-- Antennas j Information Systems
-- Segmentedstructures Sensor Systems Technology Laboratory
-- Inflatables -- Sensor development, verification & maint.
-- Activelycontrolled structure -- Algorithm development & confirmation
Fluid Management Computer/Data Systems Laboratory
Fluid Management Facility Communication Systems Facility
-- Fluid storage, measurement and transfer -- Antenna range
-- Long term cryogenic storage -- Acoustic measurements
-- Two phase fluid management Automation & Robotics
-- Reliquefaction Automation & RoboticsFacility
Space Environmental Effects -- External & internal robots
Materials Exposure Facility -- Maintenance & research laboratory
-- External In-Space Operations
-- Laboratory .Advanced Life Support System Lab (CELSS)
ElectronicsTest Facility Life Science Research Facility (LSRF)
Materials Production Laboratory Tether Systems Facility
EnvironmentalResearch Facility Satellite Maintenance& Repair Facility
-- Naturalenvironment Orbital Transfer Vehicle Servicing Facility
-- Imposedenvironment . System Test Facility
Propulsion Research Facility
Material Processing Laboratory
T9009
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GeneralOn-OrbitFacilitiesRequirements,
Space Structure(Dynamicsand Control)
This chart shows the requiredlocationsfor experimentswithin the Space
Structures(Dynamics& Control)theme area. In general,the primarylocation
(indicatedby the bold check marks) for all the experimentsis externalto the
space station. With one exception,all are attachedto the space station:
advancedcontrolconceptsapply to both attachedexperimentsand free flying
spacecraft. Secondarylocations(indicatedby the light weight check marks)
for some experimentsare internalto space stationmodules. These experiments
would includesensorsand small size structuralexperiments.
P A C E
General On-Orbit Facilities Requirements,
Space Structure (Dynamics & Control)
S TAT I 0 ..................................................................................................................... BOEING
Location
Attached _em°I9Expudf_UnL_.,at_gury IPress. Press. Unpress c;omments
AdvancedStructural ,_ '_ Primarylocation is external. Some small
Concepts structuralexperiments can be conducted
in a pressurized module (small deployable
structures, joints, latches, etc.)
Structural Dynamics _/ _,/ Primarylocation is external.Tests of small
componentsor small scale structures can
be done in a pressurized module.
Advanced ControlConcepts tf ,_ Needs large externally attached structures
and/or free-flyers.
Structure/Control Interaction t,/ Needs large externally attached structures.
Structure/ControlSensors _/ _ Sensor & actuator experiments can be
done to a limited degree in a pressurized
module, but primary experiments are
conducted on external/attached structure.
Area of interest
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Space Structure (Dynamics& Control)
ExperimentsConsidered
This is a compositelist oF space structuresexperimentscontained in the
NASA MissionRequirementsData Base (FIRDB)and those that were presentedat
the RT&E workshop. The experimentsaccompaniedby an asterisk (*) are repre-
sentativeof experimentsthatwill occur within the first three years after
space station initialoperatingcapability(IOC).
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S P A C E
Space Structure (Dynamics & Control)
- Experiments Considered -
S TAT I 0 N ............................................................................................................................................................. BOEING
TDMX TITLE
2061 Large Space Structures
2062 Space Station Modifications
2063 On Orbit Spacecraft Assembly and Test
2064 Advanced Antenna Assembly/Perfomance
2065 Ion Beam Cold Welding
2066 Inflatable/Rigidizable Structural Element
2071" Flight Dynamics Identification
2072* Spacecraft Strain & Acoustic Sensors
2073 Advanced Structural Dynamics/Controls
2411 * Advanced Adaptive Control
2412" Distributed Control Experiment
2413" Dynamic Disturbance Experiment
2414 Advanced Controls
2421 Active Optic Technology
2422 Thermal Shape Control
2431 Advanced Control Device Technology
2432 Pointing and Isolation Devices
Fiber Optic Sensors in Space Applications
.... Berthing & Docking Sensor
In-Space Actively Controlled Structure
.... • Space Station System Performance Technology
.... Precision Optical System Assembly
.... • Large Space Antenna (Reflectors)
• TDM for LDR
.... Polymeric Materials for Space Mechanisms
Environmental Influence on Structural Dynamics
.... Attitude Control & Energy Experiment
• IOC Timeframe
T9017
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Space Structure (Dynamics& Control)
ConsolidationWithin Theme
The Space Structuresexperimentsare grouped into six categories,as
shown in the next two figures:
i. Space StationDynamicsand Controls These experimentsare designed
to determinethe dynamiccharacteristicsof the space stationstruc-
ture and to developmethods for its control.
2. Antenna Experiments- Five experimentshave been identifiedthat dem-
onstrate the constructionof a large antennasystem,the determination
of its structuraldynamiccharacteristics,the adjustmentand control
of its surfacefigure,and the controlof dynamicdisturbances.
3. Large PrecisionSegmentedStructures- The goal of these experiments
is to constructa large segmentedoptical systemand to controlthe
segmentsto maintaina high precisionreflectorsurface.
4. SatelliteServicing- This experimentdemonstratesthe assemblyand
checkoutof a spacecraftat the space station.
10
Iql Space Structure (Dynamics & Control)-Consolidation Within Theme-
I S T A T I O N/ ..................................................................................................................................... BOEING
ExperimentGroupings:
e SpaceStationDynamics& Control
2073 AdvancedStructuralDynamics/Controls
2414 AdvancedControls
.... Space StationSystem PerformanceTechnology
e AntennaExperiments
LargeSpace Antenna(Reflectors)
2071 Flight DynamicsIdentification
2411 AdvancedAdaptive Control
2412 DistributedControl Experiment
2413 DynamicDisturbanceExperiment
o Large PrecisionSegmentedStructures
2421 Active Optic TechnologyTDM for LDR
.... PrecisionOpticalSystemAssembly
• SatelliteServicing
2063 On-orbitSpacecraftAssemblyand Test
11 T9038
Space Structure (Dynamics& Control)
ConsolidationWithin Theme (Continued)
5. Space StructuresConstructionand Control- The abilityto construct
and modify large space structuresin space is demonstratedby some of
these experiments. Others demonstratethe technologiesnecessaryto
establishand maintainaccuratestructuralshapes.
6. Sensors,Actuators& Components- The goal of these experimentsis to
demonstrateadvancedconceptsfor sensorsrequiredfor docking, for
the determinationof structuralintegrityand dynamiccharacteristics,
for attitudecontrol,and for pointingand isolationof attached
payloads.
12
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S P A C E
Space Structure (Dynamics & Control)
-Consolidation Within Theme-
S TA T I 0 ................................................................................................................................... BOEING
Experiment Groupings (Continued):
o Space Structures Construction & Control
2061 Large Space Structures
2062 Space Station Modifications
2064 Advanced Antenna Assembly and Performance
2065 Ion Beam Cold Welding
2066 Inflatable Rigidizable Structural Element
2422 Thermal Shape Control
.... in-Space Actively Controlled Structure
.... Environmental Influence on Structural Dynamics
.... Array Blanket Zero-G Fold-up
o Sensors, Actuators & Components
2072 Spacecraft Strain & Acoustic Sensors
2431 Advanced Control Device Technology
2432 Pointing and Isolation Devices
.... Fiber Optic Sensors in Space Applications
Berthing and Docking Sensor
.... Polymeric Materials for Space Mechanisms
.... Attitude Control & Energy Experiment
13 T9039
Space Structure (Dynamics& Control)
ConsolidationAssessment
Severalobservationscan be made about the experimentsin this theme
area. First,many of the experimentshave alreadybeen consolidatedby the
organizationsthat proposedthem. For example,JPL has defined a series of
antennatechnologyexperimentsthat use the same developmenthardware. The
experimentsrange from the constructionof the antennato the determinationof
antennabeam patterns. Other examples includespace stationdynamicsand con-
trol experimentsthat use the space stationstructureas the test article,and
large precisionsegmentedstructuresexperimentsthat demonstratetechniques
for constructingand controllinga precisionoptical reflector.
Second, some of the smallerexperimentscan be incorporatedinto larger
experimentsfor their mutualbenefit. The larger experimentswould benefit
from the inclusionof innovativesensorsand actuators,for example,and the
priorityof the sensoror actuatorexperimentwould be enhancedby being in-
cluded in the larger experiment.
Third, it is assumedthat all satelliteassembly and servicingex-
perimentswould be conductedwithin the satelliteservicingarea that is part
of the space stationconfiguration.
One of the conclusionsreachedas a resultof this assessmentis that the
constructionof a large trussplatformcan accomplishthe objectivesof sev-
eral of the proposedexperiments(constructionof a large planar truss, the
dynamiccharacteristicsof a joint dominatedstructure,space stationmodifi-
cations,etc.). Followingits use as a large structuresdemonstration,the
platformcan become a permanentspace stationfacilitythat can be used to ac-
commodateother experimentsand multi-experimenttestbeds.
14
Consolidati Assessment -
_ ............................................ BOEING
Observations:
e Many experiments have already been consolidated.
- Space Station dynamics & control
- Antenna experiments
- Large precision segmented structures
o Smaller experiments(sensors,actuators,etc.) can be
incorporatedinto larger experiments.
o Satellite assembly and testing will occur within the
satellite servicing hangar.
Conclusions:
• A large spacestructurestestbedcan accomplishthe
objectivesof severalof the remainingexperiments.
e Followingits useas a structuraldemonstration,the testbed
can be used as a SpaceStation facility to accommodate
other experimentsand multi-experimenttestbeds.
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Antenna Technology Testbed Experiments
The next two charts show examples of structures experiments that can at-
ready be considered testbed candidates.
The antennastructureidentifiedby JPL to supporta series of antenna
experimentscan be considereda testbed. Other proposedexperimentscould
also be incorporated. The experimentslisted includethose that demonstrate
the constructionof the antenna,that characterizeits dynamicbehavior,that
measure its surfacecontour,that demonstratedynamic and figurecontrol tech-
niques,that measure its near-fieldand far-fieldcharacteristics,and that
demonstratespace antennaapplications.
16
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IS T A T I O NIL ,, - -,-- .............. - .............. - ....................... BOEING
TDMX TITLE
2071 Flight Dynamics Identification
2211 Multi-FunctionSpace Antenna
Range Technology
2212 Multi Antenna Beam Patterns
2411 Advanced Adaptive Control
2412 Distributed Control Experiment
2413 Dynamic Disturbance Experiment
Large Space Antenna (Reflectors)
AdvancedOrbiting VLBI Technology
on the Space Station
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Large Segmented Structures Testbed Experiments
A large precisionsegmentedstructurestestbedwas defined in an earlier
task for NASA LaRC. Its primaryobjectiveis to demonstratethe technologies
requiredto supportthe Large DeployableReflector (LDR). These includethe
constructionof the precisionsegmentedstructureand its optics, the charac-
terizationof its dynamicbehavior,the controlof segmentedmirror facets,
and the operationof opticalsensors. The PrecisionOptical System Assembly
experimentlisted in this figureuses a differentconstructiontechniquethan
currentlyenvisionedfor LDR, but includesmany of the other technicalobjec-
tives.
18
: i
__ L rge Segmented Structures
Testbed Experiments
S T A T I 0 N ......................................................................... '...................................................... BOEING
TDMX TITLE
2421 Active Optic Technology
--- Precision Optical System Assembly
----- TDM for LDR
T9037
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Large StructuresConstructionand ServicingFacility
A large space structuresexperimentis proposedthat will become a perma-
nent space stationfacilityfollowingits use as a technologydevelopmentex-
periment. It is a refinementof TDMX 2061 that was defined before the space
stationevolved to its presentconfiguration.
The Large StructuresConstructionand ServicingFacility is a large
structuresexperimentin itself. It demonstratesthe constructionof a large
planartruss structureand the determinationof the dynamic characteristicsof
a joint dominatedstructure. It is attachedto the space stationand provides
a large planar area (usableon both surfaces)for other constructionprojects
and demonstrationexperiments. The facilityalso includesan enclosed storage
hangar for tools and other equipment. A turntablemountedto the truss plat-
form can be used to mount experimentsthat need to be rotatedor indexeddur-
ing their constructionor operation. Small platformsattachedto an extension
of the space stationtruss serve as mounting locationsfor smallerexperiments
or equipment. A surrogatepayloadbay structureis attachedto the opposite
side of the space stationtruss extensionto accommodatepalletsand other ex-
perimentsdeliveredto the space stationby the shuttle. The payloadattach-
ment interfaceis identicalto the payloadbay longerons. A berthingport is
shown in the figure to accommodatethe Orbiterduring the deliveryof ex-
perimentsto the constructionand servicingfacility. The feasibilityof in-
cludingthe berthingport needs to be investigateddue to operationallimita-
tions imposedon the locationof docking ports on the space station. The
Mobile ServiceCenter (MSC)will be capableof supportingexperimentsmounted
on the constructionand servicingfacility.
20
f_f Large St ru cturesConstru ction
& Servicing Facility
IS T A T I O N J BOEING
Space
Station MSC
Truss
Equipment&
ToolStorage
ComponentStorage
(SurrogateP/L Bay) - -
:"-_'_-'_'-_ TurntableSmall Structuresand _
ComponentWorkAreas ConstructionPlatform
(bothsurfacesusable)
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Objectivesof the Large StructuresFacility
The primaryobjectivesof the large structuresconstructionand servicing
facilityare to conductlarge space structurestechnologyexperiments,to sup-
port experimentsduring its construction,to accommodatetechnologytestbeds,
and to providea locationthat can accommodateother experimentsafter it be-
comes a permanentspace stationfacility. This chart lists the experiments
and testbedsthat fulfilltheseobjectives. TDMX 2061 is an early versionof
a Construction/Storage/HangarFacilityproposed in the early phase of space
stationdefinition,before it evolved to the double keel configuration. TDMX
2062 is a satelliteservicingfacilitythat was proposed in the same timeframe
to accommodatesatelliteservicing. Many of its objectivesare satisfiedwith
the large structuresfacility. The StructuralConcepts ResearchFacilitywas
recommendedat the In-SpaceRT&E Workshop in October, 1985.
The constructionof the facilitywould supportthe objectivesof two
man/machineexperiments,especiallyif the facility is roboticallyassembled.
Five major testbedscan be accommodatedby the large structuresfacility
after it becomesa permanentspace stationfacility:automation& robotics,
antennatechnology,large segmentedstructures,fluid management,and
photovoltaicpower generation& management. These testbedswill be discussed
in more detail in subsequentcharts.
The other individualexperimentslistedcan be conductedfrom the large
structuresfacilityand will benefitfrom the accommodations,utilitiesand
resourcesthat it can provide.
22
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Cbjoo,,voo ,eLar Structures Facility
ISTA T I O NI .......................................................................... , BOEING
Goal TDMX Title
LSS Technology 2061 Large Space Structures
2062 Space Station Modifications
Structural Concepts Research Facility
Support Experiments 2021 Man/Machine Mix Investigations
2471 Human/Machine Interface Workload
Accommodate Testbeds Automationand Robotics
.... Antenna Technology Testbed
• Large Segmented Structures Testbed
Fluid Management Testbed
Photovoltaic Power Generation & Mgmt. Testbed
Accommodate Other 2064 Advanced Antenna Assembly/Perfomance
Experiments 2066 Inflatable/Rigidizable Structural Element
2261 Sensor Systems Technology Experiment
2422 Thermal Shape Control
2564 Coatings Maintenance Technology
Berthing & DockingSensor
In-Space Actively Controlled Structure
.... Environmental Influence on Structural Dynamics
Helium Transfer in Space
.... 40-105 GHz Propagation Experiment
Solar Array Blanket Zero-G Foldup Experiment
.... Space Based Radar (SBR)
.... Space Spider Crane
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Large StructuresConstructionFacilityon the Space Station
One possiblelocationfor the large structuresconstructionand servicing
facilityis at the lower transverseboom as shown in the Figure. In this po-
sition, it would be remote from the pressurizedmodules, would providea large
volume for the accommodationof large experimentsand testbeds,and would also
allow viewingto Earth and to space. The locationof the facilityshould be
the subjectof furtherstudy.
24
S P A C E
Large Structures Construction Facility
on the Space Station
S T A I 0 ....... BOEING
Large Structures
Construction and
Servicing Facility
T9055
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Technology Areas Supported by the Large Space Structures Testbed
This chart schematicallydescribesthe technologyareas that would be
supportedduring the constructionof the large space structurestestbed and
followingits establishmentas a permanentspace stationfacility. Primary
technologyareas servedby the facilityare shown as shaded bubbles. Other
importanttechnologyareas thatwill be addressedby the facilityare shown as
unshadedbubbles.
26
P A O E
Technology Areas Supported by the
Large Space Structures Testbed
S TA T I 0 N BOEING
Large Space
Structures
Testbed
Computer/Data Sensor
Systems Systems
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General On-Orbit Facilities Requirements,
Fluid Management
The primary (bold check marks) and secondary locations for fluid manage-
ment technology experiments are shown in this chart. Basic research in low-g
fluid behavior and measurement can best be done in a laboratory environment
within a pressurized module. External facilities are required for large scale
experiments and experiments with hazardous fluids. The primary location for
fluid storage, transfer and reliquefaction experiments and demonstrations is
on an externally attached facility.
28
S P A C
General On-Orbit Facilities Requirements,
Fluid Management
S T A T I 0 BOEING
Location
External/Attached
EXpUlilllt:tllL _,d.tt_yufy I Press. Press. Unpress.Remote L;ommems
Fuel Storage & Transfer '_ External facilitiesare required. Location
should be away from pressurized modules.
Should be near or combined with OTV
servicing area.
Fluid Behavior _/ _/ Experimentsfor determining the dynamic
behaviorof fluids are best done in a Lab
unless fluids or pressures used are too
risky. The size of the tanks is also a factor.
Sensor Concepts _/ _/ Fluid sensor concept experiments can be
conducted in a pressurized module using
the same tanks usedfor fluid behavior
experiments.
Areaof interest
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Fluid ManagementExperimentsConsidered
This chart lists fluidmanagementexperimentsincludedin the Mission Re-
quirementsData Base (MRDB)and those that were proposed at the RT&E workshop.
The experimentsidentifiedas representativeof experimentsthat would occur
in the three years followingspace stationIOC are marked with an asterisk.
30
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S P A C E
Fluid Management
- Experiments Considered -
S TAT I 0 _ BOEING
TDMX TITLE
2311" Long-termCryogenicFluidStorage
2544 Tethered Fluid Storage/Transfer
2572* Cryogenic PropellantTransfer/Storage/Reliquefaction
.... Helium ResupplyKit
.... LiquidStreamSpaceTechnologyFacility
.... UltrasonicFluid Measurement
.... Two PhaseFluid Managementfor LiquidMetals
* IOCTimeframe
31 T9018
Cryogenic Fluid Management Facility (CFNF) Experiment
The CFMFwas originally planned as a space shuttle experiment, but, as a
result of the Challenger accident, NASAestablished a policy that prevents the
delivery of cryogenic fluids in the cargo bay. Therefore, the current plan is
to deliver the CFMF(now called CFME, Cryogenic Fluid Management Experiment)
to orbit with a Delta booster in late '94. The planned duration of CFMEis
two years, which will overlap the current date for space station IOC. With
proper design and careful planning, the CFMEcould be continued beyond its
planned duration by retrieving it and attaching it to the space station. This
would allow fluid management experimentation and research to continue without
additional experiment hardware development costs.
32
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S P A C E
Cryogenic Fluid Management Facility
(CFMF) Experiment
S TAT I 0 N BOEING
• LeRC will release a definition phase RFP worth $2M in June '87.
e CFMF is currently planned as a free-flyer launched with a Delta
booster to an orbit similar to that for the Space Station.
® Launch is scheduledfor late CY94with a 2-year life (overlaps
Space Station IOC).
= PreciseCFMFdefinitiondependson user communityrequirements:
• Tank sizing and shape
• Refrigerationsystem requirement
• With the additionof a grapplefixture, CFMF couldrendezvous
with the Station for modificationand/orcaptive testing after a
year of free-flight.
33 T9061
Delta - CFI,IE
This figure shows a preliminaryconfigurationfor the CryogenicFluid
FlanagementExperiment(CFME)designed to be deliveredto low Earth orbit by a
Delta booster.
34
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Fluid Nanagement
Consolidation Within Theme
Fluid managementexperimentsfall into two categories:cryogenicfluid
experimentsand basic fluid research. Experimentsusing cryogenicfluids of
severaltypes are proposedbut may not be able to use the same facilitydue to
disparateliquefactiontemperatures,molecule size, and chemical activity.
Fluids researchexperimentsincludethe behaviorand managementof free fluid
streamsin space, the measurementof tanked fluids in a micro-g environment,
and the managementof liquidmetals.
36
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P A C E
Fluid Management
-Consolidation Within Theme-
I O ............. BOEING
ExperimentGroupings:
• CryogenicFluid Management
2311 Long-termCryogenicFluid Storage
2544 Tethered Fluid Storage/Transfer
2572 Cryogenic PropellantTransfer/Storage/Reliquefaction
HeliumResupplyKit
• FluidsResearch
LiquidStreamSpaceTechnologyFacility
.... UltrasonicFluid Measurement
.... Two PhaseFluid Managementfor LiquidMetals
T9O48
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Fluid Management- ConsolidationAssessment
GeneralObservations
Some general observationsconcerningthe proposedfluid managementex-
perimentsare listed in this figure.
Many of the experimentsare definedas space stationexperiments,most of
which are externallyattached. One is designedas a tetheredexperiment.
With the restrictionimposedon cryogenicsin the Orbitercargo bay, some of
the experimentsenvisionedas shuttleexperimentscould be conductedon the
space stationif an alternatedelivery system is used. The experimentscould
be designedto be attachedto the space stationusing a surrogatepayloadbay
facilityor one that accommodatesthe mountingprovisionsdictatedby the de-
livery system.
Fluid managementexperimentsare importantbecausethe technologyis
requiredby the space station,orbitalmaneuveringvehicle (OMV),orbital
transfervehicle (OTV),and other future satellites. Some fluid management
technologygoals will be satisfiedby the CFMF (or CFME).
38
P A C E
Fluid Management
- Consolidation Assessment -%
STAT I O N
....... BOEING
GeneralObservations:
e Both SpaceStation attached and tetheredexperiments
are defined.
• NASAhasedicted "no cryosin the Orbitercargobay"
o Some experimentsare defined as Orbiter-based,but may be
applicablefor Space Station experiments.
o Some fluid managementexperiment facilities can be attached
to a surrogatepayloadbay on the SpaceStation.
o Low-G fluid managementtechnologyis required for OiViV,OTV,Space Stationand other satellites.
o The LeRCCFiViFduplicatesmany of the defined experiments.
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Fluid r,lanagement - Consolidation Assessment
Specific Observations
This chart lists some specificobservationsrelative to the three fluid
managementTDMX experiments.
The long term cryogenicfluid storageexperiment,TDMX 2311, will need to
be redefinedin light of the restrictionson cryogenicfluids in the shuttle
cargo bay. The supplytank and receivertank sizes are similarto the CFFIF.
Active refrigerationis requiredin the third phase of the experiment. Its
objectivesare also similarto TDMX 2572.
The tetheredfluid storage/transferexperiment,TDr,Ix2544, as described
in the MRDB is extremelylarge (35,000kg), and is too large to be considered
an experiment. A smallerfacilitywould be adequatefor the demonstrationof
tethered fluid managementtechnology.
TDMX 2572, Cryo PropellantTransfer/Storage/Reliquefaction,must also be
redefinedin light of the cryogenicfluid restrictionsin the cargo bay. The
dimensionsof its supplytank and receivertank are significantlylarger than
those definedfor CFMF. Also, the objectivesof this experimentare similar
to TDMX 2311 and CFMF.
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Specific Observations:
• TDMX 2311- Long-term Cryogenic Fluid Storage
o Must be redefined in view of "no-cryo" edict
o Supply and receiver tank sizes similar to current CFMF
o Phase III calls for the addition of active refrigeration system
o Objectives are similar to TDNIX 2572 and CFMF
o TDMX 2544 - Tethered Fluid Storage/Transfer
o At 35,000 kg (~ 77,000 ibm) it is too large to be called an
experiment.
o The pedigree of the experiment cannot be established.
• The MSFC point of contact has retired
• The MMC study for JSC recommended a 128,000 Ibm
system for full scale operation of a propellant depot.
o TDMX 2572 - Cryo PropellantTransfer/Storage/Reliquefaction
o Mustbe redefinedin viewof "no cryo" edict
o Supplytank size is roughlytwice that of currentCFMF
and receiveris roughlyfour times bigger
o Objectivesare very similar to TDMX 2311 and CFMF
T9062
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Fluid F1anagement ConsolidationAssessment
Conclusions
The conclusionsreachedas a resultof the consolidationassessmentare
shownon the next two charts.
The goals and requirementsof TDMX 2311 and TDMX 2572 are similarand,
therefore,should be combined. They will also need to be redefinedin light
of the shuttlecryo restrictions. The feasibilityof expandingCFMF to sat-
isfy the requirementsof these experimentsshould be investigated. If it is
properlydesigned,CFMF could be retrieved,attachedto the space station,and
used as a technologydevelopmentexperimentafter its initialtestingas a
free-flyer.
A space-basedOTV using cryogenicpropellantsis very unlikely to become
a realityin this century,and probablynot before 2010, unless an urgent need
appearsthat would increaseits priority. Therefore,TDMX 2544 should be re-
definedbecause its size is largerthat necessaryto demonstratetethered
fluid storageand transfer. Many of the goals identifiedfor this experiment
can be examinedmore effectivelyby TDMX 2311, TDMX 2572 and CFMF. Also, the
technologyassociatedwith tetheredfluid storageand transfer operations
shouldbe studiedusing non-cryogenicfluids initially.
Consolidationof experimentalhardwarecan be achievedif the cryogenic
fluidmanagementexperimentis designedto be used both as an attachedex-
perimentand as a tetheredexperiment. If possible,the attachedexperiment
shouldbe locatednear tileOMV or OTV servicingarea.
With the exceptionof the liquidmetals experiment,initialexperiments
in fluid behaviorand measurementshould be conductedin a laboratorymodule
to permithuman interactionduring the investigations.
The two phase liquidmetal managementexperimentshould be combinedwith
the experimentsin the Power and ThermalManagementTheme area since this
technologyis used in solardynamicpower generation.
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Conclusions:
• TDMX 2311 - Long-termCryogenicFluid Storage &
TDMX 2572 - Cryo PropellantTransfer/Storage/Reliquefaction
o As a minimum,redefineand combine
o Investigatethe feasibilityof expandingCFMF to satisfy the
requirementsof theseexperiments
e TDMX 2544 - Tethered Fluid Storage/Transfer
o Shouldbe redefinedconsidering:
• The size appearsto be muchlargerthan requiredfor the
physicsinvolved.
• Muchof the technologycalledout can be examinedmore
effectively by TDMX 2311, 2572 or CFMF.
• The technologyassociatedwith tetheredoperationshould
first be studiedusingnon-cryofluids.
• A space-basedcryo OTV is very unlikelyto occur in this
centuryand probablynot before 2010 unless needs
changedrastically.
43 T9063
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Conclusions (Continued):
o Design applicablecryogenic fluid managementexperiment
to be adaptablefor tether operation.
o Locateattachedcryogenicexperimentsin or near the OTV
and/or OMV servicingareas.
o Fluids research experiments should initially be conducted
within a Lab Module (with the possible exception of the liquid
metals Experiment).
.o
• Two phase fluid management for liquid metals experiment
should be combined with Power and Thermal Management
Theme experiments.
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FluidI,lanagementTestbed
The experimentshown in this figure is the proposedconfigurationfor
TDMX 2311, Long-termCryogenicFluid Storage,and representsa possible
testbedfor fluid managementtechnologydevelopment. It was configuredfor
deliveryby the space shuttleand, therefore,could be attachedto the space
stationusing a surrogatepayloadbay mountingsystem. It will, however,need
to be modifiedto be accommodatedby an alternatedeliverysystem if the
shuttlerestrictionson cryos continues, r4orethan one testbedmay be re-
quired to accommodatethe characteristicsof differentcryogenicfluids.
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TDMX TITLE
2311 Long-termCryogenic Fluid Storage
2544 Tethered Fluid Storage\Transfer
2572 Cryogenic Propellant Transfer/Storage/Reliquefaction
HeliumTransfer in Space
UltrasonicFluid Measurement
t_s[ II p_s[ II
lair,.
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Technology Areas Supported by the Fluid Management Testbed
This chart depicts the technology areas that would be developed using the
fluid management testbed. The primary areas, shown in the shaded bubbles,
deal with the management of fluids in space, and the areas in the unshaded
bubbles represent secondary technology results that would be enhanced by thistestbed.
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Fluid Management
Testbed
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GeneralOn-OrbitFacilitiesRequirements
Space EnvironmentalEffects
Experimentcategorieswithin the Space EnvironmentalEffect Theme Area
are listed in this figurealongwith the types of facilitiesrequired. All of
the experimentsdealingwith the measurementof the space environmentand
those that expose materialsto the space environmentrequireexternally
mounted facilities. An exceptionto this is the testingof some electronic
systems (not consideredin this study) that are mounted inside a pressurized
module. Testing and evaluationof the exposedmaterial samplesrequiresa
pressurizedlaboratory,or they must be returnedto Earth.
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Location
External/Attached Remote Ir-xp_,i,J,e,jt ,..,_L_yu_y I Press. Pr ss. Unpress.: Comments
Material Durability _/ _ External facilities are required for materials
Atomic Oxygen exposure using severaldifferent exposure
Ultraviolet/Vacuum orientationsand locations. Pressurized
Electron/Proton Lab is required for evaluationof samples.
Plasma I_ _ External facilities are required for materials
exposure. PressurizedLab is required for
evaluation of samples.
Contamination _/ _/ External facilities are required for materials
exposure. PressurizedLab is required for
evaluation of samples.
t
Area of interest
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Space Environmental Effects
Experiments Considered
The externallymountedenvironmentaleffects experimentsfrom the NASA
MissionRequirementsData Base (MRDB)and the RT&E Workshop are listed in this
figure. The experimentsmarkedwith an asteriskare representativeof ex-
perimentsthat will be conductedwithin the first three years followingspace
stationIOC.
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TDMX TITLE
2011" Spacecraft Materials and Coatings
2441 * Microelectronics Data System Experiment
.... Atomic Oxygen Effects Experiment
40-105 GHz Propagation Experiment
Space Ultra-Vacuum Facility (Wake Shield)
.... Environmental Interactions
* IOCTimeframe
53 Tg019
Space Environmental Effects
Consolidation Within Theme
Space environmental effects experiments can be grouped into two catego-
ries: those that study the effects of the natural environment on materials and
systems, and those that determine the induced effects resulting from the in-
troduction of objects or the transmission of signals.
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ExperimentGroupings:
• NaturalEnvironmentalEffects
2011 Spacecraft Materialsand Coatings
2441 MicroelectronicsData System Experiment
AtomicOxygenEffects Experiment
• Induced Environmental Effects
.... 40-105 GHz Propagation Experiment
Space Ultra-Vacuum Facility (Wake Shield)
Environmental Interactions
T9040
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Space EnvironmentalEffects
ConsolidationAssessment
A review of the candidateexperimentsin the Space EnvironmentalEffects
theme area revealsthe observationthat they requirea varietyof exposure
orientationsand that they have unique hardwarerequirements. For example,
the materialsand coatingsexperimentsrequirewake facing,velocity facing
and solar facing orientations. Anotherobservationis that the "Environmental
Interactions"experimentrelatesprimarilyto the influenceof the low Earth
orbit environmenton power systemcomponents. Therefore,one of the conclu-
sions reached is that this experimentshouldbe combinedwith those within the
Energyand ThermalManagementtheme area.
Becauseof the diverseequipmentand exposure requirements,consolidation
of the other experimentsis not practical. Some commonality,however, can be
designed into the exposuretrays and supportstructurefor the materialsand
coatings,and atomic oxygeneffectsexperiments.
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Observations:
• Exposureexperimentsrequirea variety of orientations.
• Most experimentshave uniqueequipmentrequirements.
• "EnvironmentalInteractions"experimentrelatesto power
systems
Conclusions:
e Integrate"EnvironmentalInteractions"experimentwith
Energyand Thermal Managementtheme.
o Consolidationof space environmentaleffects experiments
is not practical(otherthan usinga commondesignfor the
exposuretrays and supportstructure).
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General On-Orbit Facilities Requirements
Energy Systems and Thermal Management
The energy systems and thermal management experiments were categorized in
terms of their location during operation. All of the experiments are required
to be mounted externally to the space station or on a remote platform or
free-flyer. Potential risks associated with laser technology and nuclear
power technology make them candidates for remote locations.
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Advanced Photovoltaics _/ Externalfacilities are required.
Solar Dynamics _/ External facilities are required.
AdvancedThermal Concepts _/ Externalfacilities are required. Since all
powerexperiments need radiators, it is
logicalto combine power generation
facilities with thermal researchfacilities.
Nuclear Power "_ A remote, external facility is required,
possiblya co-orbiting facility, due to the
potential risks.
Laser Power _/ Remotefacilities will probably be
required for laser technology.
Areaof interest
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EnergySystemsand ThermalI.lanagement
ExperimentsConsidered
This chart lists the externallymounted experimentsin the energy and
thermalmanagementtheme area as describedin the MRDB or as proposedat the
RT&E workshop. Abbreviatednames were assignedto those that do not already
have TDMX numbersto identifythem. Experimentsthat are representativeof
near IOC experimentsare identifiedwith an asterisk. Laser technologyand
nuclearenergy technologyexperimentsare not includedin this list. Although
TDHX 2111, Solar Concentrator,is proposedas the first in a series of laser
experiments,it is retainedin this list becauseother energy system ex-
perimentsrequirea solar concentrator.
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TDMX TITLE
2111 Solar Concentrator
2131 Radiator Technology
2132* Advanced Radiator Technology
2151 Solar Array/Energy Storage Technology
2152 Large Space Power Systems Technology
2153"_ Solar Dynamic Power
2154 Megawatt Power Distribution
2511 Space Power System Environment Interference
2512 High Voltage in Space Plasma
2541 Tethered Electrodynamic Power Generation-
2565 Thermal Interface Technology
DSTF Direct Solar Thermal Furnace Technology
ABZF Array Blanket Zero-G Fold-up
FBTM Flow Boiling Thermal Management
ENVI Environmental Interaction Experiment
1 Series- Brayton,StirlingandRankineSystems
* IOCTimeframe
T9020
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EnergySystemsand ThermalManagement
RequirementsSummary
The energy systemsand thermalmanagementexperimentsare categorizedby
their requirementsin this table. _4ostof the experimentsrequire solar
tracking,radiationto space and crew involvement. Many of the experiments
also identifythe requirementto design the experimentsuch that it does not
interferewith the space stationpower managementand distribution(PMAD)
system.
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EXPERIMENTS
REQUIREMENTS 04 04 _4 _ '- "". 04
Two-Axis Solar Tracking X X= X X X X1 X X
Radiation to Space X X X X X X X1 X X
Concentrator Focused Energy X X X
Electric Heating X X X
Non-interference/S.S. PMAD X X X X X X
Crew Deployment X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Crew Servicing X X X X X
1 Uses Space Station Power Systems
2 Keeps Low Profile to Sun
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Energy Systems and Thermal Hanagement
Consolidation Within Theme
A review of the energy systems and thermal management experiments and
their requirements revealed that their primary objectives fall into one of
four general categories: those that track the sun for heat generation, those
that generate power, those that radiate heat, and those that study the effects
of the environment on power systems. Each of these categories are discussed
in more detail in the following charts.
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ExperimentGroupings:
• Solar Tracking for Heat
• Power Generation
• Thermal Management
• PhenomenologicalInvestigations
T9026
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Energy Systems and Thermal Management
Solar Tracking for Heat
The candidateexperimentsthat requiresolar tracking for heat are:
TDMX 2111 SolarConcentrator
TDMX 2153 Solar DynamicPower
DSTF DirectSolar Thermal Furnace
All of these experimentsrequiretwo-axissolar tracking,the concentra-
tion and utilizationof heat, and the rejectionof surplusheat to space.
The common elements for these experimentsare parabolicconcentratorsto
collectthe solar energy,focal point insertsto utilize the heat collected,
and radiatorsto rejectthe surplusheat.
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Candidates:
2111 - Solar Concentrator
2153 - Solar DynamicPower
DSTF - DirectSolar Thermal Furnace
Common Requirements:
Two-AxisSolar Tracking
Heat Concentration/Utilization
Heat Rejectionto Space
CommonElements:
ParabolicConcentrators
FocalPoint Inserts
Radiators
T9027
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Energy Systems and Thermal _lanagement
Solar Tracking for Heat (continued)
This chart lists several considerations and observations that resulted
from an assessment of the candidate experiments.
As currently proposed, the Solar Concentrator experiment, TDFIX2111, is a
fixed parabolic concentrator, and the solar energy is reflected into it using
a heliostat that tracks the sun. However, the technology required to con-
struct a parabolic concentrator is commonto the other experiments in this
category. TDHX2153 and DSTFhave similar general configuration requirements,
i.e., concentrator and radiator.
The sizes of the concentrators for these experiments are different, so
separate concentrators must be used, a compromise must be reached to achieve
commonality, or an iris-type system is needed to adjust the effective reflec-
tor area.
Crew interaction is required for the assembly and installation of focal
point inserts. More crew involvement is needed for the direct solar thermal
furnace (DSTF) because of the requirements for target sample retrieval and re-
placement.
The current requirement for TDMX2153, Solar Dynamic Power, is to have
seven years of continuous operation. Therefore, the development hardware can-"
not be shared by other experiments.
It is recommended that two different experiments be developed for Energy
Systems and Thermal Management, one for TDMX2153, Solar Dynamic Power, and
one for the Direct Solar Thermal Furnace.
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Considerations -
Configuration:
• 2111 Solar Concentrator fixed, heliostat tracks sun,
designed for laser power experiments
® Candidates 2153 and DSTF have the same general
configuration of concentrator and radiator.Size:
= Concentrators, radiators have disparate sizes, so the same
concentrator cannot be used, or a compromise is required.
Crew Requirements:
• Installation requirements similar for 2153 & DSTF
• More servicing expected on DSTF (Furnace)
Time Phasing:
• 2153 requires 7 years of continuous operation
Recommendations -
• Utilize one location (testbed) for 2153 - Solar
Dynamic Power.
= Utilize separate location for DSTF- Direct Solar Thermal
Furnace
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Energy Systems and Thermal Management
Power Generation
The candidateexperimentsfor Power Generationare shown on this chart.
TDFIX2151 utilizesthe electricalenergy from solar arrays to create oxygen
and hydrogenthroughthe electrolysisof water or to drive an inertialenergy
storagedevice. TDMX 2152 studiesthe generation,distributionand management
of power using planar photovoltaicsolar arraysand concentratorphotovoltaic
arrays. These experimentsrequiredevices for two axis solar tracking and
must not interferewith the space stationpower managementand distribution
(PMAD)system. TDMX 2154 demonstratesboth AC and DC megawattpower manage-
ment in space. The array blanketzero-g fold-upexperimentdemonstratesthe
deploymentof a fold-upsolar array structure.
The common elementsin these experimentsare the solar arraysor concen-
trator arrays and, except for the array blanketzero-g fold-upexperiment,
power management,distributionand energy storageunits.
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Candidates:
2151 - Solar Array/EnergyStorage Technology
2152 - Large Space Power SystemTechnology
2154- MegawattPower Distribution
ABZF- Array BlanketZero-G Fold-up
CommonRequirements:
Two-AxisSolar Tracking
Non-interferencewith Space Station PMAD for 2151, 2152
CommonElements:
Solar Array/Concentrator
PowerManagementand DistributionUnits
EnergyStorage Units
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Energy Systems and Thermal Hanagement
Power Generation
Considerations & Recommendations
As currently envisioned, the Megawatt Power Distribution experiment (TDI.IX
2154) uses space station thermal radiators and a large amount of space station
power. In fact, the experiment uses almost all of the power generated by the
space station for short periods of time. The other power experiments must be
designed so that there is no interference with the space station power manage-
ment and distribution (PMAD)system, i.e., no danger of arcing or otherwise
corrupting space station power.
The objective of the Array Blanket Zero-G Fold-up experiment is primarily
to demonstrate structural and functional aspects of solar array deployment.
It is recommended that TDMX2151, Solar Array/Energy Storage Technology,
and TDMX2152, Large Space Power Systems Technology, be combined into one
testbed. Its preferred location is on the power boom, outboard of the alpha
joint to eliminate one of the pointing axes. Otherwise it should be located
at a point that is in clear view of the sun, e.g. the upper transverse boom.
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Considerations-
• 2154, Megawatt Power DistributionExperiment,uses
SpaceStationpowerarraysand radiators
o Other powerexperimentsare to be non-interferingwith
SpaceStationpowersystem(e.g., no commonslip joint wiring,
no arcing danger)
• Array BlanketZero-G Fold-upis a structuraldeploymentexp.
Recommendations-
• Utilizeone location(testbed)for:
• 2151 - Solar Array/EnergyStorage Technology
• 2152- Large Space PowerSystemsTechnology
• Preferredlocationsare uppertransverseboomor end of power
boom- decisionbasedon IOC configuration,potentialof high
voltagearcingand/or interferencewith Space Station PMAD
T903O
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Energy Systems and Thermal Nanagement
Thermal Management
Candidateexperimentsfor thermalmanagementincludethree that are in
the MissionRequirementsData Base and one that was proposedat the RT&E Work-
shop. TDFIX2132 deals primarilywith the technologyinvolvedin the thermal
behaviorof free fluid streamsin space, e.g., liquid droplet radiators. TDMX
2565 studiesthe quality of thermalinterfacesbetween exchangeableequipment
and the cold plate that they are mounted on. The Flow BoilingThermalManage-
ment experimentestablishesa data base for two-phaseflow and heat transfer
in microgravity.
In lookingfor ways to consolidatetechnologydevelopmentexperiments,it
is observedthat many power and thermalenergy experimentsrequireradiators
for thermalcontrol. Therefore,it is recommendedthat thermalcontrolexper-
imentsbe consolidatedwith power generationand thermal energyexperiments.
A radiatorof proven qualityand reliabilitymust also be providedto insure
adequatethermalmanagementat all times.
Anotherconsiderationis that the Advanced RadiatorTechnologyexperiment
that utilizesexposedfluidsmust be kept separatedfrom the space stationto
preventpotentialcontaminationfrom free-flyingfluid streamsor droplets.
14
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Candidates:
2131 - RadiatorTechnology
2132- AdvancedRadiatorTechnology(exposed fluids)
2565- Thermal Interface Technology
FBTM- Flow BoilingThermal Management
Other ExperimentsUtilize Radiators:
2151 - Solar Array/EnergyStorageTechnology
2152 - Large Space PowerSystemsTechnology
2153 - Solar DynamicPower
2154 - MegawattPower Distribution(Station Radiators)
DSTF- Direct Solar Thermal FurnaceTechnology
Considerations:
2132- AdvancedRadiatorTechnologyexperimentsmust be
kept separate from otherexperimentsdue to potential
contamination.
2131 could be employedon manyother experimentswith
reliableback-upradiator,or could be part of 2132, depending
on temperaturerangesused.
T9056
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Energy Systemsand ThermalManagement
PhenomenologicalInvestigations
This chart lists candidateexperimentsthat explorethe influenceof the
space environmenton the generationand distributionof electricalpower.
A review of these experiments reveals similarities between the TDMX2511
- Space Power System Environment Interference, TDMX2512 - High Voltage in
Space Plasma, and ENVl - Environmental Interactions Experiment. The potential
difference is in the voltages used in each experiment. As proposed, TDMX2511
is intended to be combined with TDNX2152, Large Space Power Systems Technol-
ogy. The duration proposed for TDI.IX2512 is five years.
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Candidates:
2511 - Space Power System EnvironmentInterference
2512- High Voltage in Space Plasma
ENVI- EnvironmentalInteractionsExperiment
Considerations:
2511, 2512 and ENVI are similar (may be voltage differences)
2511 is intendedto be combinedwith 2152
2512 is a 5 year experiment
T9O57
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Energy Systems and Thermal Hanagement
RecommendedTestbeds
As a result of the preceding observations and recommendations, two tech-
nology development testbeds are recommended for the Energy Systems and Thermal
Management theme area: one for thermal energy generation and management, and
one for photovoltaic power generation and management. The Thermal Energy Gen-
eration and Management Testbed also includes experiments that demonstrate ra-
diator technology (e.g., TDMX2131). The Photovoltaic Power Generation and
Management Testbed combines power generation, energy management, environmental
influence, and radiator technology experiments.
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1. Thermal Energy Generation & Management
2153 - Solar Dynamic Power
- BraytonCycle System
- Stirling Engine
- RankineCycle System
2131 - RadiatorTechnology
2565 - Thermal InterfaceTechnology
2. PhotovoltaicPower Generationand Management
2151- SolarArray/EnergyStorageTechnology
2152- LargeSpacePowerSystemsTechnology
2511- SpacePowerSystemEnvironmentInterference
2512- HighVoltageinSpacePlasma
ENVI- EnvironmentalInteractionExperiment
2131- RadiatorTechnology
2565- ThermalInterfaceTechnology
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Thermal Energy Generation & Management Testbed
This figure shows a candidateconfigurationfor the Thermal EnergyGen-
erationand ManagementTestbed. It incorporatesa two-axisgimbal systemto
providesolar pointingduring its seven year duration. The focal point insert
will be changedto accommodateBrayton,Stirling,and Rankinethermalcycles.
The attachedradiatorsystem supportsradiatortechnologydevelopmentex-
periments. Thermalinterfacetechnologyexperimentsare also includedin this
testbed.
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TDMX TITLE
2153 Solar Dynamic Power
2131 RadiatorTechnology
2565 Thermal InterfaceTechnology
<_
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PhotovoltaicPower Generation& ManagementTestbed
A potentialconfigurationfor the PhotovoltaicPower Generation& Manage-
meritTestbed is shown in this figure. It is based on a radiatortechnology
testbedproposedby Wyle Laboratoriesin a 1987 study for NASA MSFC entitled
"Definitionof TechnologyDevelopmentMissionfor Early Space Station,TDMX
2131 RadiatorTechnology". Provisionsfor solar array technologyexperiments
have been added,and a proven radiatordesign is includedto serve as a backup
For the experimentalradiatorconcepts.
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Radiator
Technology_
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Technology Areas Supported by the Power/Thermal Testbeds
The primary technology areas served by this testbed, shown in the shaded
bubbles, are related to power generation & management and to thermal control.
Secondary technology benefits, shown in the unshaded bubbles, will be realized
during operation of the testbed.
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Energy Systems & Thermal Management
Individual Facilities
This chart lists the Energy Systems & Thermal Management theme area ex-
periments that do not appear to fit into the proposed testbeds. They will
most likely require separate facilities. TDMX2132 involves exposed fluids
that are a potential source of contamination. TDMX2154 requires a large
amount of space station power. The array blanket zero-g fold-up experiment is
primarily a structures experiment. The direct solar thermal furnace cannot be
combined with the solar dynamic power generation experiment because of the
farter's requirement for seven years of continuous operation.
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2132- Advanced Radiator Technology
2154- Megawatt Power Distribution
ABZF- Array Blanket Zero-G Fold-up
DSTF- Direct Solar Thermal Furnace
T9060
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General On-Orbit Facilities Requirements
Information Systems
The primarylocationsfor experimentsin the three categorieswithin the
InformationSystemstheme area are shown in this figure. Many of these ex-
perimentsare small and can be conductedmost efficientlywithin a pressurized
module. Sensor systemsand communicationsystems,however,have applications
that will be conductedexternally.
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Sensor Systems t/ _/ Sensor technology verification will use
existing Space Station or experiment
structures. Lab facility is required.
Computer/Data Systems _/ Computer/data system experimentscan
be integrated into the Space Station Lab
facility.
CommunicationsSystems _/ 1/ Communications system experiments
can be integrated into the Structures&
Controls antenna experiments.
f
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Information Systems
Experiments Considered
A list of externally mounted experiments in the Information Systems theme
area is shown in this figure. They are a combination of experiments described
in the NASAMission Requirements Data Base (HRDB) and those that were proposed
at the In-Space RT&EWorkshop,
gO
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TDMX TITLE
2211 Multi-Function Space Antenna Range Technology
2212 .Multi Antenna Beam Patterns
2221 Laser Communications & Tracking Development
2223 Maser Precision Time Generation
2224 Space-Based Optical DSN Terminal
2261 Sensor Systems Technology Experiment
2262 Manned Observations Techniques
2263 CO2 Doppler LIDAR Wind Sensor
2265 Satellite Doppler Meteorological Radar
2266 Spacecraft Optical Range Determination
2267 Optical Spatial Tracking Spacecraft
.... Space Based Radar
.... High-Voltage Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier
.... Advanced VLBI Technology
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InformationSystems
ConsolidationWithin Theme
The candidateexperimentswere grouped into four categories:Antenna
Technology,Communications,Trackingand Radar, and PhenomenologicalExperi-
ments.
Someof the antenna technology experiments determine the characteristics
of large space antennas and others are demonstrations of the application of
antenna technology. Laser and optical communications experiments are proposed
for short and long range communications. Optical and radar tracking device
experiments and several experiments to measure phenomenological events are
also proposed.
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Experiment Groupings:
• Antenna Technology
2211 Multi-FunctionSpace Antenna Range Technology
2212 Multi Antenna Beam Patterns
2261 SensorSystemsTechnologyExperiments
.... AdvancedVLBI Technology
• Communications
2221 Laser Communications& Tracking Development
2224 Space-BasedOptical DSN Terminal
• Trackingand Radar
2265 Satellite Doppler MeteorologicalRadar
2266 Spacecraft Optical Range Determination
2267 Optical Spatial Tracking Spacecraft
.... Space Based Radar
• PhenomenologicalExperiments
2223 Maser PrecisionTime Generation
2262 MannedObservationsTechniques
2263 CO2DopplerLIDARWind Sensor
High-VoltageTravelingWaveTube Amplifier
T9043
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InformationSystems
ConsolidationAssessment
Severalobservationsare made after an examinationof the consolidation
groupings. First,TDMX 2211, 2212 and VLBI experimentswere defined by JPL to
use the same antennastructureas TDMX 2071, 2411, 2412 and 2413. Therefore,
they shouldbe incorporatedwith the antennatechnologytestbedexperiments.
Second,the maintenanceand supportof sensorsystem experimentsis envisioned
to be accomplishedwithin a Sensor SystemsTechnologyLaboratory. Third,most
of the other experimentsare specializedand have unique sensor and equipment
requirements.
The conclusionreachedafter these observationsis that, with the excep-
tion of the three antennaexperiments,the informationsystemsexperimentsdo
not lend themselvesto being consolidatedinto multipurposetestbeds.
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Observations:
• TDMX 2211, 2212 and VLBI experiment use the same antenna
testbed as 2071, 2411, 2412 & 2413.
• A SensorSystemsTechnologyLaboratoryis envisionedto
supportand maintainsensorsystemsexperiments.
® Otherexperimentshave specializedsensors& equipment.
Conclusion:
• With the exceptionof the three antennaexperiments,the
informationsystemsexperimentsdo not lendthemselvesto
beingconsolidated.
T9050
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General On-Orbit Facilities Requirements
Automation and Robotics
This chart lists the locationsfor experimentsin four categorieswithin
the Automationand Roboticstheme area. In general,automationand robotics
experimentswill occur within pressurizedmodules, attachedexternallyto the
space station,and on remotelocations,includingfree-flyingrobots. This
study will addressonly the externallyattachedroboticexperiments. The
Mobile Remote HanipulatorSystem (MRHS)can initiallybe used as an external
robotictestbed.
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General On-Orbit Facilities Requirements,
Automation and Robotics
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Location
Internal External/Attached
_-xperirnen[_a[egory I Press. Press. Unpress. r_,,,uL_ !..,Olrllli_llt5
Mobility _,/ '_ _/ These coments apply to all topics:
Most AI-based autonomous capabilities
and robotics could be demonstrated on the
ground, however in-space experiments are
Dextrous Manipulation _/ _/ essential to demonstrate zero-g effects.
Internal,external and free-flying robots are
envisioned. Internalfacilities can be part of
the Lab Module. Externalexperimentswill
Supervise/Autonomous _,/ _/ ,_ probably be conducted as part of other
Robotics technology demonstrations (construction,
servicing,docking,etc.). Initially, the MSC
could be used as an external robotic
Advanced Concepts _/ _ _,/ testbed.
Area of interest
Tg007
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Automation& Robotics
ExperimentsConsidered
Experimentslisted in the NASA MissionRequirementsData Base (NRDB)and
those that were proposedat the In-SpaceRT&E Workshop in the Automationand
Roboticstheme area are listed in this figure. The experimentsthat represent
the types of experimentsthat will be conductedin the near-IOC timeframeare
identifiedwith an asterisk. The experimentscover technologytopics from the
performance of robotic systems to the interaction between man and machine.
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TDMX TITLE
2021 Man/Machine Mix Investigations
2461" Teleoperated Structure Assembly
2462* Dextrous Teleoperator Technology
2463 Autonomous Robotic Maintenance Demonstration
2464 Autonomous Servicing Robot
2471 Human/Machine Interface Workload
2472 Advanced Automation Technology
2473 Advanced Robotic Workstation Technology Demonstration
Flight vs. Ground Command of Service Robot
.... Astrometric Telescope Facility- Autonomous Operation
Dynamics of Retargeting and Maneuvering of LSS
Space Power Systems: Automation & Robotics Space Exp.
Berthing/Docking Mechanisms and Control Experiment
Space Spider Crane
* lOG Tim6frame
T9022
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Automation& Robotics
ConsolidationWithin Theme
Four groupingsof experimentsbecome evident after a review of the list
of externallymountedroboticexperimentcandidates. The first group contains
those experimentsthat use automationand robotics to assembleor manipulate
structures. The second group is a set of experimentsthat demonstratethe
technologiesrelatedto servicingand maintenance. The technologiesthat re-
late to the manner in which humans interactwith robotsare demonstratedby
the third grouping. The fourthgroupingcontainsexperimentsthat demonstrate
operationsusing automationand robotics.
10o
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ExperimentGroupings:
e StructuralAssembly/Manipulation
2461 ,TeleoperatedStructuralAssembly
2462 DextrousTeleoperatorTechnology
Dynamicsof Retargetingand Maneuveringof LSS
.... Space SpiderCrane
e Servicing
2463 AutonomousRoboticMaintenanceDemonstration
2464 AutonomousServicingRobot
2472 AdvancedAutomationTechnology
e Man/Machine Interaction
2021 Man/MachineMix Investigations
2471 Human/MachineInterface Workload
2473 AdvancedRoboticWorkstationTechnologyDemonstration
• Operations
Flightvs GroundCommandof Service Robot
AstrometricTelescopeFacility- AutonomousOperation
Space PowerSystems:Automation& RoboticsSpace Exp.
.... Berthing/DockingMechanismsand Control Experiment
T9044
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Automation & Robotics
Consolidation Assessment
Several observations are presented here after a review of the experiments
within the Automation and Robotics theme area. First, automation and robotics
experiments involve the manipulation of structural elements or other objects.
Second, servicing and maintenance of satellite systems will occur within the
satellite servicing hangar. And, third, human involvement will accompany all
automation and robotic experiments until enough confidence is achieved that
unattended operation of robots is reliable and safe.
It is concluded that, since most automation and robotic operations serve
specific operations, the technology development experiments should be incorpo-
rated into the theme areas that the A&R experiments serve. For example, the
robotic assembly of space structures experiments should be incorporated with
the Large Structures Testbed.
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Observations:
® Structuralelementsare requiredfor teleroboticsexperiments.
o Robotic servicing & maintenance experiments will occur
within the satellite servicing hangar.
o Man/machineinteractionand operationsexperiments will be
a part of all roboticand teleroboticexperiments.
Conclusions:
o Teleoperatorexperimentsfor structuralassemblyshould be
integratedwith a largespace structurestestbed.
e The A&R operationsexperimentsshould be integratedwith
the technologyarea served.
T9047
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Automation & Robotics Testbed Experiments
This figure depicts possible automation and robotics testbeds for the
space station. The technology development experiments listed include those
that demonstrate automation and robotic operation and performance as well as
those that demonstrate human interaction with robotics. As indicated in the
figure, early robotic experiments can be conducted using the Hobile Service
Center (HSC) on the space station as the device to position the robot. Then,
as the technology progresses, a fixed mount system can be included. The fixed
mount arm is a relatively simple controllable arm with three articulating
joints. It could be made less complicated and, therefore, less expensive than
the HSC arm.
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TDMX TITLE
2021 Man/Machine Mix Investigations
I 2461 Teleoperated Structure Assembly
2462 Dextrous Teleoperator Technology
2471 Human/Machine Interface Workload
2473 Advanced Robotic Workstation
Technology Demonstration
MSC
Mobile Mount
Fixed Mount
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General On-Orbit Facilities Requirements
In-Space Operations
Listed in this figure are the experiment categories in the In-Space Op-
erations theme area and their desired locations. The primary location for
many of the experiments is inside pressurized modules, with some needing both
internal and external locations. For example, the scope of maintenance and
repair and system testing will determine whether they will be internal or ex-
ternal experiments. Both locations will be required to demonstrate these
technologies for space station. Propulsion technology development experiments
will most likely require a location remote from the space station because of
the disturbances generated and the potential for contamination. The location
for material processing experiments is primarily within a pressurized module,
depending on the size and scale of the processes involved. External locations
may be required if fabrication technology is included in this category.
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General On-Orbit Facilities Requirements,
In-Space Operations
S T A T I 0 - "' BOEINGLocation
Internal External/Attached Remotelr-xperimen[ _a(egory Press. Pr ss. Unpress. Comments
Advanced Life Support _/ Needs laboratory facility. Leadsto CELSS
Systems
BiomedicalResearch _ Needs laboratory facility. (LSRF)
Tethers _ Needs external research facility.
Maintenanceand Repair _/ _/ External & internal facility required.
Orbital TransferVehicles _/ Needs largeexternal servicing facility. May
combine with fluid research & propulsion
SystemTesting _/ '_ Needs internal control station. Performs
tests on internal & external systems.
Propulsion _/ Co-orbiting facility may be required due to
disturbances and contamination produced.
Material Processing _/ _ Lab required.May need external facility if
fabrication technology is included.
Area of interest
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In-SpaceOperations
ExperimentsConsidered
This figure lists the proposedexternallyattachedexperimentsin the
In-SpaceOperationstheme area describedin the NASA F1issionRequirementsData
Base (MRDB)and at the In-SpaceRT&E Workshop. Host of the experimentsdeal
with tethertechnologyand servicingand maintenanceof various systems. The
technologydevelopmentexperimentsjudgedby NASA to be representativeof near
IOC experimentsare markedwith an asterisk.
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TDMX TITLE
2541 Tethered Electrodynamic Power generation
2542 Tethered Constellation
2543 Tethered Transportation
2544 Tethered Fluid Storage/Transfer
•2561" Satellite Servicing and Refurbishment
2562* Satellite Maintenance and Repair
2563 Materials Resupply
2564 Coatings Maintenance Technology
2571" OTV/Payload Interfacing and Transfer
2573* OTV Docking and Berthing
2574* OTV Maintenance Technology
.... STS Deorbit/OTV Boost From S.S. Using a Tether
Systems Operational Maintenance Technology
Manned System Experiments
.... Automatic Satellite Checkout Equipment
Escape and Recovery Experiments
• IOC Timeframe
T9O23
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In-SpaceOperations
ConsolidationWithin Theme
The 16 experimentsin the In-SpaceOperationstheme area fall into four
distinctcategories:tethers,satelliteservicing,OTV servicingand manned
operations. Some of the technologiesdemonstratedin the satelliteservicing
categoryalso apply to the servicingand maintenanceof space stationsystems.
II0
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Experiment Groupings:
• Tethers
2541 Tethered Electrodynamic Power Generation
2542 Tethered Constellation
2543 Tethered Transportation
2544 Tethered Fluid Storage/Transfer
STS Deorbit/OTV Boost From S.S. Using a Tether
® Satellite Servicing
2561 Satellite Servicing and Refurbishment
2562 Satellite Maintenance and Repair
2563 Materials Resupply
2564 Coatings Maintenance Technology
Systems Operational Maintenance Technology
Automatic Satellite Checkout Equipment
• OTV Servicing
2571 OTV/Payload Interfacing and Transfer
2573 OTV Docking and Berthing
2574 OTV Maintenance Technology
• Manned Operations
Manned System Experiments
.... Escape and Recovery Experiments
T9045
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In-Space Operations
Consolidation Assessment
A review of the experiments in the In-Space Operations theme area leads
to the observations and conclusions shown in this figure.
A dedicatedfacilitywill be requiredto conducttether experiments,and
satelliteservicingexperimentswill be conductedwithin the satelliteservic-
ing facility. OTV servicingwill also requirea specializedfacilitythat may
or may not be attachedto the space station.
It is, therefore,concludedthat separatetestbedfacilitiesare required
for tethers,satelliteservicingand OTV servicing. Manned systemoperations
will be requiredin varyingdegreesby all of the technologydevelopmentex-
perimentsand will be integratedwith them. Therefore,no dedicatedtestbed
is recommendedfor manned systemoperations.
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Observations:
• Tether experimentswill be accommodatedby a dedicated
facility.
o Satelliteservicingexperimentswill be conductedwithin the
Satellite servicinghangar.
o OTV servicingwill requirea specializedfacility, possibly
remotefrom the Space Station
Conclusions:
• Separatetestbedfacilitiesare requiredfor thethers, satellite
servicingand OTV servicing.
• Manned systemoperationsare an integralpart of all
technologydevelopmentexperiments.
T9046
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Tether"TestbedFacility
Since satelliteservicingexperimentswill be conductedwithin the space
stationsatelliteservicingfacility,and the timing and location of an OTV
servicingfacilityis nebulous,only a tether technologytestbed facilityis
identifiedin this study. This figure shows a tether technologytestbedcon-
figurationthat can be locatedeither on the lower or upper space station
boom.
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Technology Areas Supported by the Tether Testbed
The primary benefit of a tether testbed is the development and demonstra-
tion of tether technology. Secondary technology areas, shown in the figure in
unshaded bubbles, v_ill also be advanced by this testbed and the application of
tether technology.
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RecommendedLaboratory F1odule
(Space Station growth)
After reviewingall of the TDI,IXexperimentsand those that were proposed
at the NASA In-SpaceResearch,Technologyand Engineering(RT&E)Workshop,
along with the recommendationsfrom the seven workshoppanels, it became ap-
parent that all of the seven technologytheme areas would benefit from, if not
require,a portionof a laboratorymodule to accomplishtheir goals. The
tasks in each theme area that could be accomplishedin a RT&E Laboratoryare
shown in this figure. It is, therefore,recommendedthat a RT&E Laboratory
module be includedin the plans for space stationgrowth.
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Recommended Laboratory Module
(Space Station growth)
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RT&E Laboratory
• Structuralconcepts • EnergySystems& Thermal Mgmt.
- Materials research - Component & sample evaluation
- Advanced structural concepts
evaluation & test
- Structural sensors • Informationsystems
- Fabrication technology - Sensor systems development
- On-orbit structural repairs & maintenance
- Algorithm development and
confirmation
e Fluid management - Computer/datasystems
- Fluid sensors & measurement
- Fluid behavior
• Automation & robotics
• Space environmental effects - Robotics research & maintenance
- Materials evaluation
- Electronicstesting • In-space operations
- Environmental research - System test control station
T9054
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Summary
In summary,a review of the NASA Mission RequirementsData Base (MRDB)
and the resultsof the In-SpaceResearch,Technologyand Engineering(RT&E)
Workshophas led to a numberof testbedsthat will promotean accelerated
technologyreturnby combiningexperiments,and by providingtest articlesfor
use by smallerexperimentsthatmight otherwisebe difficultto justify. They
also providefor the consolidationof experimentswith similarobjectivesand
goals. Economyof space stationresourcesis also accomplishedby providinga
commonlocationon the space stationfor similarexperiments,and by careful
planningand time-phasing. By combiningsmallerexperimentswith larger,
higher priorityexperiments,the priorityof the smallerexperimentsis en-
hanced,and the largerexperimentbenefitsfrom the technologyprovidedby the
smallerexperiment. The testbedsalso promotea continuousRT&E programby
providingfacilitiesthat can grow and evolve as new technologyadvancements
Occur.
A dedicated RT&Elaboratory module on the growth space station will pro-
vide a test and maintenance lab in space. It will provide a low-g environment
for experimentation that is separated from the habitation modules and labs
used for biological research. Human interaction with RT&Eexperiments and
tests will enhance the technology return, and a facility for maintenance and
repair of components and sensors is provided. The on-orbit RT&Elaboratory
will also reduce the amount of material that must be returned to Earth. Minor
repairs can be accomplished in the lab, modifications to experimental hardware
can be made, and experiment samples can be tested, evaluated and returned to
the experiment. Sample materials that are to be destroyed can be jettisoned
to reenter the Earth's atmosphere and burn up.
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Summary
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• Technology testbeds will promote:
• Accelerated technologyreturn '
• Consolidation of facilities
• Economyof spacestation resources
• Enhancementof priorities
• ContinuousRT&Eprogram
• Dedicated lab module supports RT&E
• Provideslow g environment
• Allows interactionwith experiments
• Providesfacility for maintenance/repair
• Reducesreturn mass
r
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Summaryof RecommendedTestbeds
(External, Attached)
Eight testbeds are recommendedfor technology development experiments
that are attached externally to the space station. A large space structures
construction and servicing facility will serve as a space structures testbed.
During its construction, it will demonstrate some of the technologies involved
in the Space Structures (Dynamics & Control) theme area. After it is com-
pleted, it will serve as permanent space station facility that can be used as
a mounting location and a source of space station utilities for five other
testbeds: Automation & Robotics, Antenna Technology, Large Precision Segmented
Structures, Fluid Management, and Photovoltaic Power Generation and Manage-
ment. Separate locations for Thermal Energy Generation & Management and for
Tether Technology testbeds are recommended. Each of the proposed testbeds
will be summarizedon subsequentcharts.
A pressurizedRT&E Laboratorymodule is also recommendedthat will permit
human interactionwith many experiments,will allow more efficientuse of
laboratoryand data handlingequipment,will supportreal-timeevaluationof
test specimens,and will providea facilityfor maintenanceand repair.
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Testbeds
• Large Structures Construction & Servicing
- Automation & Robotics
- Antenna Technology
- Large Precision Segmented Structures
- Fluid Management
- Photovoltaic Power Generation and Management
• Thermal Energy Generation and Management
• Tether Technology
Pressurized Module
• RT&E Laboratory
T9053
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Automation& RoboticsTestbedon the Large StructuresFacility
The Large StructuresConstructionand ServicingFacility is shown with
the Automationand RoboticsTestbedmounted to it. A large space structures
experimentin itself,the Large StructuresFacilitydemonstratestruss struc-
ture construction,the determinationof the dynamiccharacteristicsof a joint
dominatedstructure,and other technologytopics. It providesa large planar
area for the accommodationof other experimentsand testbeds. It includesan
enclosed storagehangar,a turntable,platformsfor smallerexperimentsor
equipment,a surrogatepayloadbay, and a berthingport. Furtherstudy is
necessaryto determineits size, locationand accommodationsto be provided.
The Automation& RoboticsTestbed,shown mounted to a fixed base, could
be initiallyattachedto the Manned ServiceCenter (MSC)where it could be
used to constructthe Large StructuresConstructionand ServicingFacility.
After the facilityis operational,the A&R testbedcan be used to demonstrate
roboticconstruction,servicingand repairof other experiments.
At
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Space
Station_
Truss
oi
.--_- Dextrous
,,,,,,, _,=- Teleoperator
_=. Turntable
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Antenna Technology Testbed
on the Large Structures Facility
The Antenna Technology Testbed is shown attached to the turntable which
will allow it to be rotated and aimed at various targets. Surface contour
measurement systems and feed arrays required by some of the experiments are
shown mounted to the space station truss extension. Near field antenna pat-
terns can be measured in the configuration shown, while far field measurements
can be accomplished by rotating the antenna to face away from the space sta-
tion, using the OI4Vto perform the measurements.
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Laser& Optical Antenna
Sensor Technology
Testbed
Feed
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Large Precision Segmented Structures Testbed
on the Large Structures Facility
The Precision Segmented Structures Testbed is shown under construction
while mounted to the turntable on the Large Structures Facility. The turn-
table allows the testbed to be rotated and indexed to allow the dextrous tele-
operator (and/or EVA astronauts) to accomplish its construction. Following
construction, structural measurements, optical alignment and system tests, it
will be moved to the Payload Pointing System (PPS) for conducting pointing and
astronomical measurements.
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Photovoltaic Power Generation & Management Testbed
on the Large Structures Facility
The Photovoltaic Power Generation & t,lanagement Testbed is shown attached
to the "bottom" surface of the Large Structures Facility. The box truss beam
includes a single axis gimbal to orient the experimental and "standard" ra-
diators to be edge-on to the sun. The solar arrays are also gimballed to ori-
ent them toward the sun. Both the experimental solar arrays and radiators are
replaceable to accommodate different concepts.
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Fluid Management Testbed
on the Large Structures Facility
A candidateconfigurationfor the Fluid ManagementTestbedis shown in
this drawing,attachedto the Large StructuresFacility. It was configured
For deliveryby the space shuttleand, therefore,could be attachedto the
space stationusing a surrogatepayloadbay mounting system. Mounting provi-
sions, however,will need to be modified to accommodatean alternatedelivery
system if the shuttlerestrictionson cryos continues. More than one testbed
may be requiredto accommodatethe thermaland physicalcharacteristicsof
differentcryogenicfluids. An enclosureto protectthe testbedfrom debris
and micrometeoritesand to containany unforeseeableleakagemay be required
if the testbed itself is not designed to provideprotectionand containment.
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Experiments Supported by the Large Structures Facility
This figure is a composite list of all technology development experiments
described in the NASAF1ission Requirements Data Base (I,IRDB)and those proposed
at the NASAIn-Space Research, Technology and Engineering (RT&E) Workshop that
can be conducted on the proposed Large Structures Facility. It includes those
experiments satisfied during the construction of the facility, the experiments
accommodated by testbeds mounted to it, and individual experiments that can be
conducted on it. The Large Structures Facility represents a major consolida-
tion of facilities, resources and equipment for the advancement of technology
in all seven theme areas.
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• Large Space Structures Technology • Photovoltaic Power Gen. & Mgmt, Testbed
• 2061 Large Space Structures ° 2151 Solar Array/Energy Storage Tech.
• 2062 Space Station Modifications • 2152 Large Space Power Systems Tech.
• 2072 Spacecraft Strain & Acoustic Sens. ° 2511 Space Power System Environ. Interf.
..... Fiber Optic Sensors in Space Applic. • ENVI Environmental Interaction Experiment
..... Struct. Concepts Research Facil. , 2131 Radiator Technology
o Antenna Technology Testbed • 2565 Thermal Interface Technology
• 2071 Flight Dynamics Identification o Fluid Management Testbed
° 2211 Multi-Function Space Antenna ° 2311 Long-Term Cryogenic Fluid Storage
Range Technology • 2572 Cryo Propel. Transfer/Storage/Reliq.
• 2212 Multi Antenna Beam Patterns ..... Helium Transfer in Space
• 2411 Advanced Adaptive Control ..... Ultrasonic Fluid Measurement
• 2412 Distributed Control Experiment o Individual Experiments
• 2413 Dynamic Disturbance Experiment • 2064 Adv. Antenna Assembly/Perfomance
• Large Space Antenna (Reflectors) • 2065 Ion Beam Cold Welding
• Advanced Orbiting VLBI Technology ° 2066 Inflatable/Rigidizable Struct. Element
on the Space Station • 2261 Sensor Systems Technology Exp.
o Large Precision Segmented Struct. Testbed ° 2422 Thermal Shape Control
• 2421 Active Optic Technology • 2564 Coatings Maintenance Technology
• TDM for LDR • Berthing & Docking Sensor
• Precision Optical System Assembly • .... In-Space Actively Controlled Structure
• Automation & Robotics Testbed • .... Environ. Influence on Struct. Dynam.
, 2021 Man/Machine Mix Investigations " 40-105 GHz Propagation Experiment
• 2161 Teleoperated Structure Assembly ..... Solar Array Blanket Zero-G Foldup Exp.
° 2462 Dextrous Teleoperator Technology ° .... Space Based Radar (SBR)
• 2471 Human/Machine Interface Workload ° Space Spider Crane
° 2473 Advanced Robotic Workstation
T9068
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Thermal EnergyGeneration& HanagementTestbed
Becauseof its pointingrequirementsand long duration,the ThermalEn-
ergy Generation& HanagementTestbed shown in this figurewill be locatedat a
separatelocationon the space station. It incorporatesa two-axisgimbal
system to providesolar pointingduring its seven year duration. The focal
point insertwill be changedto accommodateBrayton,Stirling,and Rankine
thermalcycles. Radiatortechnologyexperimentscan also be accommodatedby
this testbed. The placementof this facilityon the space stationwill need
furtherstudy due to its large size and mass.
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Tether TestbedFacility
The Tether Testbed is also a unique facilityand must be located at the
center of either the upper or lower booms. Its operationrelies on gravity
gradientsthat produceforces that must be alignedwith the center of mass of
the space station. Detailsof this facilityrequire furtherdevelopmentand
study.
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RT&ELaboratory Hodule
A dedicated, pressurized RT&E laboratory module is recommended for space
station growth because all seven technolegy theme areas would benefit from it.
The tasks in each theme area that could be accomplished in a RT&ELaboratory
are shown in this figure. The RT&ELaboratory will permit human interaction
with many experiments, will allow more efficient use of laboratory and data
handling equipment, will support real-time evaluation of test specimens, and
will provide a facility for maintenance and repair.
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RT&E Laboratory
o Structural concepts e EnergySystems& ThermalMgmt.
- Materials research - Component & sample evaluation
- Advanced structural concepts
evaluation & test
- Structural sensors o Information systems
- Fabrication technology - Sensor systems development
- On-orbit structural repairs & maintenance
- Algorithm development and
confirmation
o Fluid management - Computer/datasystems
- Fluid sensors & measurement
- Fluid behavior
• Automation & robotics
• Space environmental effects - Robotics research & maintenance
- Materials evaluation
- Electronics testing • In-space operations
- Environmental research - System test control station
Tg054
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16 Abstract 
A study was conducted t o  i d e n t i f y  o n - o r b i t  i n t e g r a t e d  f a c i l i t y  needs t o  suppor t  
i n -space  technology experiments on t h e  Space S t a t i o n  and associated f r e e  f l y e r s .  
I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  t h e  f i r s t  t ask  was t o  examine t h e  proposed technology development 
miss ions ( T D M X 1 s )  from t h e  model miss ion  s e t  and o t h e r  proposed experimental  
f a c i l i t i e s ,  both i n d i v i d u a l l y  and by theme, t o  determine how and i f  t h e  
experiments migh t  be combined, what equipment migh t  be shared, what equipment 
migh t  be used as gener ic  equipment f o r  cont inued experimentat ion, and what 
experiments w i l l  c o n f l i c t  w i t h  t he  conduct o f  o t h e r  experiments o r  Space S t a t i o n  
opera t ions .  Then us ing  these r e s u l t s ,  determine o n - o r b i t  f a c i l i t y  needs t o  
op t im ize  t h e  imp1 ementation o f  technology payloads. F ina l  1 y, develop one o r  more 
scenarios, des ign concepts, and o u t f i t t i n g  requirements f o r  implementat ion o f  
onboard technology experiments. 
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